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From the Series Editor to the Reader

IN AND OUT OF THE PUBLIC SPHERE

What we commonly understand as the public sphere—which is bigger than just public space; incorporating as it does relations, speech and time where things can become and be public—is more a concept than a thing. Let’s take as an example public personae. In the past, according to cultural theorist Boris Groys, figures like politicians needed the visual narrative provided by artists in order to become “fully” public, but nowadays this division of labour (the politics by politicians; the representation of politics by artists) is no longer the case (Groys 2008). Politicians, alongside film celebrities, sports stars, terrorists and multinational CEOs, generate vast quantities of images and shared visual narratives, with the extra layer of also being in charge of “curating” their own public image. They inscribe themselves into the public consciousness through this act of curating their own visual self.

An individual’s public presence is immediately represented, mediated, circulated and interpreted through the media and by the media, including also protean media such as the blogosphere or online content aggregation tools. The public sphere is more a concept than a thing because it is extremely difficult to pin down what it does and how it affects an individual. In this sense, does art function as a design tool by which we make things work, rather than something to intellectually stimulate? It is not really about how I design and inscribe myself into the world, but rather how I negotiate the way the world designs and inscribes me (Groys 2008). This is the crucial matter when we deal with the notion of the public sphere.

The media machine distributes images of all kinds at levels of production with which the individual artist or collective cannot compete. The only way for an artist to contribute in shaping the public sphere is to go beyond the art system and become an artwork; to cease producing images (or other forms of narrative) in order to become an image.
From adding to the public sphere through one’s work to becoming the work itself, subjected to the gaze of the media—a sort of meta-artist—is quite a radical step, but it is not one that was unannounced: for nineteenth-century philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche it was better to be an artwork than to be an artist. And so it goes. We are now in a situation in which everyone is expected to curate his or her own narrative in the public sphere in order to respond to the “aesthetic responsibility” that society demands from us. As Groys asserts, self-design has become compulsory; the “mass cultural practice par excellence” (Groys 2008). Hence, “aesthetic evaluation” is at the core of the public sphere, where artists and audiences alike act together in shaping the dimension. Unlike past claims about everyone being an artist, in this age it seems that everyone is an artwork, and—more problematically—his or her author too.
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